East ’55 Winner Of ASME Award

Co-Thursday, April 7, at the finals of the annual ASME Paper Contest in the Miller Room, Douglas East ’55 presented his winning paper, “Arm-tonguepresser Project.” He will represent the Institute with the presentation in the Miller Room, Douglas East ’55 presented his winning paper, “Aero-...”
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lotation of the book last fall after a series of discussions to determine what form of a memorial would be most suitable to the late Dr. Compton. Peter Todd ’55, Roy Salaman ’55, and Dave Rados ’55 were appointed to a student committee to carry out the project. Marcia Prater ’55 designed the book.

Three thousand copies were printed of which thirty-one hundred are available for students while seventeen hundred will be distributed to the faculty and academic staff. The remainder will be for the alumni.

J. C. Compton pioneered in scientific research, the memorial book is a pioneer in printing. It is one of the first books to be composed in Photoscopy, a type of print whose clarity and sharpness far surpass all conventional printing.

TANGENT

The Tech’s literary supplement is coming out soon! Featuring Short Stories, Poems and Essays is coming out soon! Featuring Short Stories, Poems and Essays...